and of (2) , and then we give a few applications. THEOREM (3), one easily infers that (1) is equivalent to χ'jψ' being nondecreasing in (a, b). Similarly one shows that (1) is equivalent to X'jψ' being nonincreasing in (α, 6), if ψ and χ are monotone in opposite senses.
Let ψ and χ be elements of Φ differentiate in (a
One can modify Theorem 1 by replacing in it (1) by (2), "nondecreasing" by "strictly increasing," and "nonincreasing" by "strictly decreasing." Theorem 2 can be modified by replacing in it "nondecreasing" by "strictly increasing," "nonincreasing" by "strictly decreasing," "ikZ> ^ M x " by "M Ψ < MJ and "M χ ^ Λf*" by "M x < ilV' 4* A converse of Theorem 2 is the following 
Then there exists a function m(x), nondecreasing in (a, b) if ψ and χ are monotone in the same sense, and nonincreasing there if ψ and X are monotone in opposite senses, such that throughout [a, b] m(t)ψ'(t)dt (a Lebesgue integral) .
, Theorems 269 (p. 188) and 264 (p. 183)).
REMARK. Observe that the integral in (4) can be written, under appropriate conditions, as a Riemman-Stieltjes integral: \ m(t)dψ(t).
[Cf. loc. cit, Theorem 322.1 (p. 254), and 322 (p. 253)].
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